No expensive kits required ... no special training. Here's a complete, step-by-step approach to candlemaking that shows how to create the candles pictured here with television's Sarah Kennedy.

Candlemaking has come a long way since those pioneer days when candlelight illuminated the home. Today, candles may be used to create a warm, glowing atmosphere. When combined with floral or table arrangements, they add an appealing touch to any decor.

The interest in candlemaking in the past few years has soared. It's an inexpensive hobby and appeals to all ages. Many ladies' auxiliaries, Scout groups and other teenage organizations use candlemaking for fund-raising projects. Of course, the real pleasure is in the creative outlet it affords.

Candles can be created easily in any kitchen. After months of research and development, we offer you our "cookbook" for candlemaking. There are many other candle ideas offered besides those pictured here ... a total of 158 step-by-step pictures, together with easy-to-follow directions eliminates all guesswork. To order Candlemaker Pattern No. 521, send $2 (add 25 cents per pattern for airmail delivery) by currency, check or money order to:

Steve Ellingson
New Orleans Times-Picayune
P.O. Box 2383
Van Nuys, Ca. 91409

Other patterns you will enjoy: No. 190—Mosaic Coffee Table, $1; No. 400—Lion Tapestry, $1; No. 368—Sewing Cabinet, $1; Booklet picturing 500 projects, $1.
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